NEW PIECE GOODS FOR SUMMER FROCKS

NEW ORGANANDIES

36c Yard
Crisp, new-colored Organandies in the leading shades of Pink, Blue, Rose and Nile, 40 inches wide. Per Yard

32 IN. FRENCH ZEPHYR GINGHAMS

35c Yard

BEAUTIFUL DRESS PLAIDS in all colors and an excellent quality for service.

THE ADVANCE

The new advance style in men's Felt Hats. A new shipment in today.—High grade Felt, silk lined at a price that saves you dollars.

$1.49 each

Dress Well For Less Money

WE KNOW OF NO MORE CONVINCING WAY TO DRIVE HOME THE FACT THAT OUR PRICES ARE MUCH LOWER THAN OUR COMPETITORS THAN TO ASK YOU TO MAKE YOUR OWN COMPARISON. WE KNOW WE HAVE BEST QUALITIES AND LOWEST PRICES BUT WE ASK YOU TO BE YOUR OWN JUDGE. THEN WE KNOW YOU'LL BUY IT HERE.

For Men's High Grade Suits

YOU GET-CALITY AT LOWEST PRICES HERE

The Top-notchers in the tailoring trade make our clothing. We believe No Better Clothing Can Be Made at the price. A good suit of clothes costs you less here because—

—w e buy in large quantities for 312 stores.
—w e buy for cash and sell at small profits
—we buy direct from the manufacturers, thus eliminating Middleman's profit.
—Our economical, conservative method eliminates waste, credit losses, collection expenses and turn these savings back to you in lower retail prices.

YOUNG MEN'S MODELS

Strong in appeal to men with conservative and semi-conservative tendencies.

Three-Button Costs

Gray or Brown Wool

Priced at $19.75, $22.50, $24.75 to $30.75

GIRLS' OXFORDS

Another shipment of those excellent Brown Kid Oxfords for growing girls just arrived today.

Brown Kid leather, English last, durable sole, low heel, sizes 21/2 to 7. Pair...$2.90

WOMEN'S OXFORDS

Ladies Brown Kid Oxfords, military heel, well sole. Pair...$2.90

MEN'S OXFORDS

Men's Brown Kid Oxfords, English last, well sole. Pair...$3.90

CONSERVATIVE MODELS

Strong in appeal to men with conservative and semi-conservative tendencies.

Three-Button Costs

Gray or Brown Wool

Priced at $19.75, $22.50, $24.75 to $30.75

LEAVES DAUGHTER IN CARE OF JEWEL THIEF

H. B. Warner Storied in Jimmy Valentino Role

From the sensational story of a life of crime, Bill Preston speaks to his daughter of the days gone by. "There's only one way to beat the crooked game, Nancy. Run out of it!"

Old Bill had kept her out of the game as far as he could, and when he was gone would David and Joe protect her? He distrusted them because he had seen in his own a love of justice. Joe was good and lovable, though.

Jimmy was terrible with a pair. Jimmy Clark was the only one to be trusted—Jimmy was then and played the crooked game "straight." He has been the leader of the gang, and to him Bill entrusted his son.

Johnny and Nancy are the leading characters in Film of Yesterday starring H. B. Warner at the Criterion Theatre Wednesday. The story is by John Norris and is to be even more presently gripping than "Alias Jim Valentine," which won starlets for Mr. Warner what he could not have from other sources.

"GODLESS MEN" A SHAMING TALE OF LOVE AND HATE AT SEA

There is nothing that can destroy the thrill of human contact with the old

and the dreams of red-blooded sailors in "Godless Men," the Real

and the truth behind the scenes of the stars who

is offering.

This story is in a film adaptation of Ben Ames Williams' story "Godless Men," which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. It tells about a frontal old sea dog who

trades his ship Deborah with his

the most ruthless character aboard being his own son, Jim Pank. He had

taken his boy by tender age to a voyage and only to return and find that

the ship Deborah was sold when he needed it. The

in the story then found the evidence of God and seized the

to her.

TOM MOORE SETS SWIFT PACE AS A STREET-SWEEPER HEAD

Goldwyn Star Beresox Dedicated His Unique Film Story by Robert Hopkins, "The Story of Her Life."""

A story of crime and ethics with Ben Beresox and St. Louis, a

"street-sweeper," for a

and

a

"street-sweeper," for a
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